
 

Request Triage 
Description 
This workflow will intake request text and analyze for the specific routing. Based on a series of 
analyses including sentiment, keywords, language and company domain, the process will route 
to the desired assignee. 
 
The process is designed in a way to allow for dynamic business rules without the need for 
process configuration. It can also be triggered based on incoming webforms or emails. See the 
“How to Configure” guide below for more information. 
 

Challenge Solution Outcome 
Manual triage of requests 

requires a person to review 
every item and assign it to 

the correct person or queue. 
This is tedious and critically 

impacts response times 

Use Catalytic to automatically 
analyze incoming requests, 
then assign a ticket to the 

correct queue or path. 
Business rules are 

dynamically maintained in 
simple tables, requiring no 

technical development 

Automated triage results in 
faster assignment and 

resolution of requests as well 
as more robust reporting. 

Decreasing response times 
has a direct impact on 
customer satisfaction 

 

Workflow Phases 
1. Intake request and assign ticket number 
2. Detect request language, lookup language-specific keywords 
3. Lookup sender’s company domain in database 
4. Analyze sentiment of request 
5. Assign route based on keywords, sentiment, and company priority 
6. OPTIONAL – Include Machine Learning to predict resolution 
7. Add ticket to assigned queue, send confirmation of receipt to sender 

 



 
Modules Utilized 

• Data Processing 
• Text Analysis 
• Tasks and Forms 

How to Configure 
The workflow can be installed and immediately utilized by following the “Import a Workflow” help 
guide. To begin the first run of the workflow, follow the guide “How to start an instance”. 
 

Path Assignment 
Ultimately, the workflow will assign a ticket to one of three different paths: 

• Path 1 - Automated Response  
o The sender will receive an automated response email stating that the request “is 

being processed automatically”. This message can be customized by following 
the “Send an Email” guide 

• Path 2 – General Queue 
o The ticket will be sent via email to the “Assignee Group” (see “Triage Rules 02a 

- Language table below for more information).  
• Path 3 – Escalated Queue 

o This path functions similarly to the General Queue path by sending a ticket via 
email to the “Assignee Group” (see “Triage Rules 02a - Language table below 
for more information).  

Configuration Tables 
The “brains” of the workflow are driven by 3 tables that house the business rules. These will 
need to be customized to meet the specific needs of the business. Below are the details of 
each. They can each be found under the Data Tables section of the Workflow Settings page. 
 



 

 
Triage Rules 02a - Language 

This table houses a list of languages and keywords that would justify special 
consideration. It also houses the email address of the recipient queues for any ticket that 
ends up in Path 2 or Path 3 (see above for more details).  

• Language – language that is detected from the “Request” body. If the detected 
language is not listed in this table, the ticket will utilize the “Language Not 
Found” row (do not delete this row) 

• Keywords – list of keywords that would potentially escalate the importance of 
the request. This can be customized by inputting a comma separated list of 
words to look out for. If a keyword is found in the request body, it will be 
considered when assigning the path of the ticket in Step 05 

• General Queue – email address of the general request handling team (or 
person), specific to that language. If the ticket is assigned to Path 2 – it will be 
sent to this address 

• Escalated Queue – email address of the priority request handling team (or 
person), specific to that language. If the ticket is assigned to Path 3 – it will be 
sent to this address. 

 
Triage Rules 03b - Company Domains 

This table houses a list of companies, their email domains and their assigned priority. 
The results of this table will be considered when assigning the path of the ticket in Step 
05.  

• Email Domain – this is the value “after the @” of the sender’s email address. 
This will be used to look up the company of the sender and their priority status 

• Company Name – this is the company associated with that Email Domain. Add a 
row for any company that should receive priority treatment of their requests. 



 
o NOTE 2 – this step can be exchanged for an action like “Salesforce: 

Lookup a User” if needed 
• Domain Priority – this is a status considered when assigning a path for the 

ticket. See the “Domain Priority” column in the Triage Rules 05 table below for 
more information. 

o Options include: 
§ None 
§ Low 
§ High 

o If a request is received from a company that is not listed in this table, a 
Priority of “None” will be assigned.  

 
Triage Rules 05 – Path Assignment 

This table is used to assign the ticket to either Path 1 – Automated, Path 2 – General 
Queue, or Path 3 – Escalated Queue. There is a row for every permutation of the three 
routing criteria: Sentiment, Keywords Found, and Domain Priority. Based on the values 
of these three columns, the “Path” will be assigned to the ticket. 

• Sentiment – this measure analyzes the positivity or negativity of the request. If 
someone is extremely upset in their request, that will be reflected here, allowing 
for a higher priority path for the ticket. For further information on how sentiment is 
measured, see this help guide 

o Options include: 
§ Positive 
§ Neutral 
§ Negative 

• Keywords Found – this will signify if there was a specific keyword found in the 
request body, as defined in the Keywords column in the Triage Rules 02a. A 
value of “True” (meaning at least one of the keywords was found in the request) 
means that the ticket will potentially be assigned a higher priority path.  

o Options include: 
§ True 
§ False 

• Domain Priority – this is the assigned priority assigned to a specific company 
and email domain, as defined in Triage Rules 03b table.  

o Options include: 
§ None 
§ Low 
§ High 

• Path – this is the assigned path that the ticket will take. See the Path Assignment 
section above for more details on each  

o Options include: 
§ Automated 



 
§ General Queue 
§ Escalate 

 

Further Configuration 
The workflow can be further configured to meet the needs of the specific use case. Below are 
some locations to consider 
 

• Email Trigger 
o This process is setup to accept email trigger and analyze the incoming email 

“body”. To set this up, follow the Email Trigger guide 
• Ticket Number - 00b Create Ticket Number  

o The current process assigned a unique ticket number based on the current date-
time and a random number between 0 and 999. This can be edited to meet the 
specific requirements of the business. Some options to consider: 

§ Incremented value 
§ Create a Case in Salesforce 

• Keyword Search – 02a Lookup Keywords by Language 
o See the “Triage Rules 02a” table section above for more information of 

customization of keywords 
• Sentiment Classification - 04b Classify Sentiment 

o The workflow currently classifies request sentiment into one of three buckets – 
positive, neutral and negative. The thresholds of this classification can be 
tweaked, based on the formula provided in step 04b 

o NOTE: this step will only work with this list of languages. Languages other than 
those listed here with initiate a “Fix Issue”. For details on how to handle those 
cases, explore these articles: 

§ Troubleshooting 
§ Configuration to bypass Fix Issues 

• Predictive Model for Resolution - 06 Predict Routing 
o The “prediction” action is currently configured to always skip, as many 

organizations would prefer to route requests based on fixed rules. In order to un-
skip this action, follow the below steps: 

§ Remove the condition in the action named 06 Predict Routing 
§ Create a Predictive Model based on the workflow’s Master Table 
§ Configure action 06 Predict Routing based on the predictive model that 

was just created 
• Path 1 – Automated Response 

o The email that is sent can be customized to meet the needs of the use case by 
following the Send an Email help guide 

• Path 2 – General Queue 



 
o The email that is sent can be customized to meet the needs of the use case by 

following the Send an Email help guide 
o Consider using the Start another Workflow action if many follow up steps need to 

be orchestrated, instead of just handled via email 
o Manual Tasks can be assigned to groups, which can allow for queue 

management 
• Path 3 – Escalation to Manager 

o The email that is sent can be customized to meet the needs of the use case by 
following the Send an Email help guide 

o Consider using the Start another Workflow action if many follow up steps need to 
be orchestrated, instead of just handled via email 

o Manual Tasks can be assigned to groups, which can allow for queue 
management 


